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THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC.

Plaintiff

- and -

VIMPELCOM LTD., GLOBALIVE CAPITAL INC., UBS SECURITIES 
CANADA INC., TENNENBAUM CAPITAL PARTNERS LLC, 64NM 

HOLDINGS GP LLC, 64NM HOLDINGS LP, LG CAPITAL INVESTORS 
LLC, SERRUYA PRIVATE EQUITY INC., NOVUS WIRELESS 

COMMUNICATIONS INC., WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. AND MID-
BOWLINE GROUP CORP.

Defendants

NOTICE OF MOTION

THE DEFENDANT, Globalive Capital Inc. (“Globalive”), will make a motion to a judge of the 

Commercial List on a date to be determined at 10:00 a.m. or as soon after that time as the 

motion can be heard, at 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: the motion is to be heard orally.

THE MOTION IS FOR:

1. an order transferring the within action to the Commercial List;
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2. an order dismissing or permanently staying the within action as against Globalive on the 

ground that it is an abuse of the process of the Court;

3. an order striking the jury notice served by the plaintiff Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

(“Catalyst”) in the within action;

4. costs of this motion on a substantial indemnity basis; and

5. such further and other relief as counsel may advise and the Court may deem just.

THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE:

Overview

1. On June 25, 2014, Catalyst commenced an action under Court File No. CV-16-11272-

00CL in the Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) (the “Moyse Action”) against 

West Face Capital Inc. (“West Face”) and Brandon Moyse. Mr. Moyse was employed as 

a junior analyst at Catalyst until May 2014, and at West Face from June 23 to July 16, 

2014.

2. In the Moyse Action, among other things, Catalyst originally sought an injunction 

restraining West Face from competing with Catalyst and from taking certain actions in 

respect of WIND Mobile Corp. (“WIND”).

3. Catalyst amended its statement of claim in the Moyse Action four times, but as 

ultimately amended on or around February 25, 2016, Catalyst alleged, among other 

things, that Moyse had passed confidential information concerning Catalyst’s strategy 

related to its bid for WIND to West Face, and that West Face, in turn, used such

confidential information:

(a) to formulate an unsolicited proposal to purchase VimpelCom Ltd.’s

(“VimpelCom”) interest in WIND (the “Proposal”), sent to VimpelCom on August 

6, 2014 by Michael Leitner of Tennenbaum Capital Partners LLC (“Tennenbaum”)

on behalf of a group of investors (the “New Investors”), composed of West Face, 
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Tennenbaum, 64NM Holdings LP (“64NM”) and LG Capital Investors LLC (“LG”)

with a more formal proposal and draft share purchase agreement following on 

August 7, 2014, and 

(b) to formulate a successful bid for VimpelCom’s interest in WIND that the New 

Investors, Serruya Private Equity Inc. (“Serruya”) and Novus Wireless 

Communications Inc. (“Novus”) and Globalive (collectively, the “Consortium”)

made in September 2016.

4. The trial of the Moyse Action was heard by Justice Newbould from June 6 to June 13, 

2016 on the Commercial List without a jury, after which Justice Newbould dismissed the 

Moyse Action in its entirety in reasons for judgment dated August 18, 2016 (the 

“Newbould Decision”).

5. On May 31, 2016, less than one week before the trial of the Moyse Action began, 

Catalyst commenced the within action against Globalive and others, alleging that 

Anthony Lacavera, Chairman of Globalive and former Chairman and Chief Executive 

Officer of WIND, provided Catalyst’s confidential information, including Catalyst’s 

strategy related to its bid for VimpelCom’s interest in WIND, to the New Investors and 

that Globalive entered into a conspiracy with the New Investors, the predominant 

purpose of which was to induce VimpelCom to breach its exclusivity agreement with 

Catalyst and to thereby cause harm to Catalyst.

6. The key factual issues raised by Catalyst in the within action were before the Court in 

the Moyse Action and determined in the Newbould Decision in such a manner that the 

within action must fail. The within action is an attempt to re-litigate these matters 

previously decided by Justice Newbould and is therefore an abuse of process.  

Background to VimpelCom’s Sale of its Interest in WIND to the Consortium

7. Prior to late 2014, Globalive indirectly held 2/3 of the voting shares of WIND and 1/3 of 

the total equity in WIND. The other 1/3 of the voting shares and 2/3 of the total equity 
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of WIND were indirectly held by VimpelCom, a Bermuda corporation listed on the New 

York Stock Exchange and headquartered in Amsterdam. VimpelCom made it clear 

beginning in 2013 that it wanted to sell its position in WIND.

8. Among the entities that made proposals to VimpelCom to purchase its interest in WIND

in the spring of 2014 were Globalive, Catalyst, Tennenbaum, and West Face.

9. On or around July 23, 2014, Catalyst entered into an exclusivity agreement with 

VimpelCom in respect of the purchase of WIND (the “Exclusivity Agreement”).

10. On or around August 6, 2014, Michael Leitner of Tennenbaum made the Proposal to 

VimpelCom on behalf of the New Investors for the purchase of VimpelCom’s interest in 

WIND.  A more formal proposal and draft share purchase agreement were delivered to 

VimpelCom by the New Investors on August 7, 2014.

11. On or around August 7, 2014, Globalive entered into a support agreement with 

VimpelCom in respect of the sale of its interest in WIND (the “Support Agreement”).  

Globalive’s obligations under the Support Agreement, offered in exchange for Globalive 

having an economic participation in the proceeds of a resulting transaction, were 

limited to its agreement: (i) to sell its interests in WIND to a buyer of VimpelCom’s 

choosing, and (ii) alternatively, to supporting VimpelCom in putting WIND into 

insolvency in the event the sale did not proceed (since, at that time, VimpelCom 

considered insolvency to be the next best alternative to a transaction with Catalyst). 

12. Having previously been extended, the Exclusivity Agreement was allowed to expire on 

or around August 18, 2014, with no deal having been concluded between VimpelCom 

and Catalyst.

13. On or around September 16, 2014, the Consortium purchased VimpelCom’s interest in 

WIND.
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Catalyst’s Claim is an Abuse of Process

14. Catalyst’s case at trial in the Moyse Action was based on the premise that Mr. Moyse

provided West Face with confidential information about Catalyst’s strategy in relation to 

its bid for WIND, namely Catalyst’s assessment that the Canadian government would 

need to either: (i) allow WIND to sell its spectrum to a large incumbent wireless carrier 

after five years from the transaction, or (ii) allow WIND to become a wholesale owner of 

spectrum that licenced that spectrum to such large incumbent carriers. Given pro-

competitive rules that effectively prohibited both of these options, in order to complete 

its transaction with VimpelCom, Catalyst required significant regulatory concessions 

from the government. Catalyst also alleged that either West Face or the other New 

Investors had learned of the existence of Catalyst’s bid, and the details thereof, 

including the price, in early August 2014, which Catalyst alleged was also its confidential 

information.

15. Catalyst admitted in the Moyse Action that it had no direct evidence of Moyse passing 

any confidential information to West Face or the other New Investors. Rather, it asked 

the Court to draw an inference that West Face had received and misused information 

that was confidential to Catalyst based on the timing and the content of the Proposal 

and West Face’s other actions.

16. Catalyst’s case at trial in the Moyse Action also alleged that the New Investors had been 

in communication with VimpelCom or related parties, or Globalive, in breach of the 

Exclusivity Agreement or other duties owed to Catalyst. 

17. The Court heard a significant amount of evidence concerning what information, if any, 

the New Investors received prior to August 18, 2014 that could be considered 

confidential to Catalyst as well as whether communications took place in breach of the 

Exclusivity Agreement. Catalyst’s counsel cross-examined Mr. Leitner of Tennenbaum, 

Hamish Burt of 64NM and Anthony Griffin of West Face at length concerning what 

information the New Investors received about Catalyst’s bid for VimpelCom’s interest in 
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WIND, focusing not just on information potentially received from Moyse but also on any 

information the New Investors received in respect of Catalyst’s bid or its strategy 

generally.

18. On the basis of the evidence before him, which Globalive intends to rely on in support of 

the within motion, Justice Newbould made the following findings of fact in the 

Newbould Decision, all of which were fundamental or necessarily incidental to his 

holding that the Moyse Action should be dismissed:

(a) that none of the New Investors knew that Catalyst was a bidder for VimpelCom’s

interest in WIND or the terms of any bid Catalyst made;

(b) that the terms of the Proposal were not based on any information related to 

Catalyst’s bid for WIND;

(c) that neither VimpelCom nor Globalive had any discussions with any of the New 

Investors before the Exclusivity Agreement lapsed; 

(d) that VimpelCom’s strong aversion to any risk of the failure to gain regulatory 

approval of any proposed sale of its interest in WIND was well-known in the 

market early in 2014 at the latest;

(e) that there is no evidence that the Proposal played any part in the position taken 

by VimpelCom with Catalyst that it wanted a break fee from Catalyst;

(f) that Catalyst did not suffer any damages as a result of the misuse of confidential 

Catalyst information;

(g) that it was Catalyst’s refusal to agree to a break fee requested by VimpelCom 

that caused Catalyst to end negotiations with VimpelCom; 

(h) that VimpelCom would not agree to any deal that carried any risk of the 

Government not approving it; and
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(i) that despite a detailed provision in the share purchase agreement that Catalyst 

was prepared to sign which prohibited the pursuit of regulatory concessions that 

would impede closing the transaction, Catalyst was not willing to complete an

acquisition of WIND without obtaining certain regulatory concessions from the 

Government of Canada that were not forthcoming and, as a result, there was no 

chance that Catalyst could have successfully concluded a deal with VimpelCom.

19. In order to obtain judgment for its claim for misuse of confidential information and 

inducing breach of contract as against Globalive in the within action, Catalyst would 

need the Court to make findings of fact that are inconsistent with these findings of fact 

made by Justice Newbould in the Moyse Action. These findings were made on the basis 

of a full and complete record with extensive argument, and they were fundamental or 

necessarily incidental to Justice Newbould’s ultimate holding that the Moyse Action 

should be dismissed.

20. Furthermore, as a result of Justice Newbould’s finding in the Moyse Action that Catalyst

failed to establish that it suffered any damages as it failed to complete a transaction for 

the purchase of VimpelCom’s interest in WIND solely due to its own refusal to pay the 

break fee insisted upon by VimpleCom and to close the transaction without regulatory 

concessions that were unattainable, and not due to the actions of any third party, 

including Globalive, it is clear that Catalyst has no tenable cause of action against 

Globalive for any breach of confidence, inducing of breach of contract, or conspiracy.  

21. It would therefore be an abuse of process and it would bring the administration of 

justice into disrepute to allow Catalyst’s claim to proceed as against Globalive.

Catalyst is Engaging in Litigation by Installment

22. Catalyst has engaged in litigation by installment, which is in itself an abuse of process. 

Catalyst knew of the facts underlying its claims against Globalive in the within action as 

of February 25, 2016, when it amended its statement of claim in the Moyse Action for 

the fourth time.  At that time, Catalyst was aware any and all alleged facts upon which
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the claims in the within action are based, and Catalyst could have added Globalive and

the other defendants to the within action as defendants to the Moyse Action, to the 

extent they were not already defendants.

23. Furthermore, Catalyst made similar factual allegations to those in this action and the 

Moyse Action in relation to a plan of arrangement (the “Plan of Arrangement”) involving

Mid-Bowline Group Corp. (the vehicle through which the Consortium held its interest in 

WIND), which allegation Justice Newbould also rejected in his reasons for decision 

approving the arrangement dated January 26, 2016, under Court File Number CV-15-

11238-00CL. In those reasons, Justice Newbould characterized Catalyst’s actions as 

“lying in the weeds”, and Catalyst has demonstrated a pattern of raising new causes of 

action on the same facts when it appeared its other tactics would not succeed.

The Within Action Should be Transferred to the Commercial List

24. The within action involves complex legal issues and factual issues concerning 

commercial transactions, all of which occurred primarily in Toronto.

25. In particular, the within action involves a $750 million claim for misuse of confidential 

information, breach of contract, inducing breach of contract and conspiracy brought by 

a Toronto-based investment management firm. The defendants include other 

investment management firms, an international telecommunications company, a multi-

national investment bank, other private equity firms and special purpose vehicles.

26. The within action raises complex factual issues concerning interconnected commercial 

relationships and the negotiation of the purchase of VimpelCom’s interest in WIND 

throughout the spring and summer of 2014. This factual matrix was already before the 

Commercial List in the Moyse Action. The Moyse Action was transferred to the 

Commercial List in January 2016 by order of Justice Newbould, and Catalyst did not 

oppose this transfer. Similarly, the factual matrix in the within action was before the 

Commercial List in the context of the Plan of Arrangement.
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27. Furthermore, the within action also concerns events that transpired in the context of 

the complex and highly regulated telecommunications industry, including matters 

relating to ownership restrictions in the telecommunications industry and the 

ownership and transfer of wireless spectrum, all of which are technical matters with 

which the Commercial List has extensive experience.

28. The other defendants to the within action consent to the transfer of this proceeding to 

the Commercial List.

The Jury Notice Should be Struck

29. For many of the same reasons as the within action should be transferred to the 

Commercial List, the jury notice should be struck.

30. The within action raises complex issues of fact, law and mixed fact and law, including 

the legal principles of res judicata, issue estoppel, collateral attack and abuse of process. 

The claim raises equitable causes of action including those related to third party 

recipients of confidential information.

31. Justice to the parties would be best served by striking the jury notice, and this is an 

appropriate case for the Court to strike the jury notice.

Other Grounds

32. The Consolidated Practice Direction Concerning the Commercial List, effective July 1, 

2014.

33. Sections 108 and 140(5) of the Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43.

34. Rules 1.04, 21.01(3)(d), 37, 39, 47.02(2) and 57 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, O.Reg 

194.

35. Such further and other grounds as counsel may advise and the Court may permit.
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THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the motion:

1. the affidavit of Sandra Smith, to be sworn, and the exhibits thereto;

2. the pleadings in the within action; 

3. the court record in the Moyse Action; and

4. such further and other evidence as counsel may advise and the Court may permit.

September 30, 2016 BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Barristers and Solicitors
Scotia Plaza
40 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 3Y4

James D. G. Douglas (LSUC #20569H)
Tel : (416) 367-6029
Fax: (416) 361-2747
jdouglas@blg.com

Caitlin Sainsbury (LSUC No. #54122D)
Tel:  (416) 367-6438
Fax:  (416) 361-2745
csainsbury@blg.com

Graham Splawski (LSUC No. #68589T)
Tel:  (416) 367-6206
Fax:  (416) 361-2786
gsplawski@blg.com

Lawyers for the defendant,  
Globalive Capital Inc.
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TO: LAX O’SULLIVAN LISUS GOTTLIEB LLP
Suite 2750, 145 King Street West
Toronto ON
M5H 1J8

Rocco Di Pucchio (LSUC No. 381851)
Tel:  (416) 598-2268
rdipucchio@counsel-toronto.com

Andrew Winton (LSUC No. 544731)
Tel:  (416) 644-5342
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Lawyers for the Plaintiff
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AND TO: DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP
155 Wellington Street West
Toronto, ON
M5V 3J7

Kent E. Thomson (LSUC No. 24264J)
KentThomson@dwpv.com
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Fax : (416) 863-4592
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Tel :  (416) 863-4647
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Lawyers for the Defendant,
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AND TO: BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
199 Bay Street, Suite 4000
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Toronto, ON
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Fax:  (416) 863-2653
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Tel:  (416) 601-7750
Fax: (416) 868-0673
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Lawyers for the Defendant,
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AND TO: NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANDA LLP
Suite 3800
Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower
200 Bay Street, P.O. Box 84
Toronto, ON
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Orestes Pasparakis
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Tel:  (416) 216-4815
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Lawyers for the Defendant,
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AND TO: LERNERS LLP
130 Adelaide Street West
Suite 2400
Toronto, ON
M5H 3P5

Lucas E. Lung
llung@lerners.ca
TeL:  (416) 601-2673
Fax:   (416) 867-9192

Lawyers for the Defendant,
Serruya Private Equity Inc.
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